Experimental demonstration of sidewall angle induced bianisotropy in multiple layer negative index metamaterials
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The effect of a nonzero sidewall angle on the performance of multiple layer fishnet-structure (one to three functional layers) negative index metamaterials is evaluated experimentally. The fabrication-induced sidewall angle results in a bianisotropy (inhomogeneous asymmetry) that is significant at optical frequencies. Good agreement is obtained between the experimental transmission and reflectance measurements and the simulation results. Modifications to the standard parameter retrieval algorithm are discussed. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
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The field of metamaterials has seen consistent and rapid growth since the experimental demonstration at radio frequencies. Over the past several years, there has been both experimental and theoretical success in extending magnetic and negative index metamaterials (NIMs) from microwave to optical frequencies. For many applications lower loss is required and research has recently been concentrated on low loss NIMs (low Im[n]) or, equivalently, NIMs with high figures of merit (FOMs) (the FOM is defined as the modulus of the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the effective refractive index). Three-dimensional (multilayered structures approaching bulk properties) rather than two-dimensional (planar) structures are important emerging research direction toward this goal. However, present fabrication approaches result in significant sidewall angles (SWAs) because the dimensions of optical frequency NIMs require high aspect ratios (vertical/transverse dimensions). In order to fabricate NIMs with one to multiple layers, various lithography approaches, such as interferometric lithography (IL), e-beam lithography, focused ion beam (FIB) lithography, nanoimprint lithography etc., have been used. For the most common processing scheme, the SWA results from the liftoff process used to define the pattern. An array of posts is defined first and the constituent metamaterial films are sequentially deposited followed by a lift-off step to clear the holes in the pattern. The tops of the posts enlarge as the deposition proceeds, with the consequence that the hole diameter also increases with total film thickness. Although FIB is an alternate approach to fabricating NIMs, it also results in a non-zero SWA as discussed in Ref. 7.

In this study, we use gold-based NIMs with elliptical holes, similar to those reported previously in a comparison of unit cell geometry (circle, ellipse, and rectangle). As a result of the SWA, the NIM structure has a vertical (z-or propagation direction) biasymmetry. The transmission through the structure is identical from either side by reciprocity but the reflectivities are different depending on the incident illumination direction relative to the structural asymmetry. The inhomogeneous asymmetric structure has different S11 [reflectivity from port 1 (top, air)] and S22 [reflectivity from port 2 (bottom, substrate)] in contrast to the symmetric structure for which |S11|^2 = |S22|^2. In order to extract the effective parameters correctly, we have used a modified retrieval algorithm in place of the standard procedure.

The structure of all samples discussed here consists of a BK7 glass (2.5 × 2.5 cm^2) substrate with either one (Au/Al2O3/Au), two (Au/Al2O3/Au/Al2O3/Au), or three (Au/Al2O3/Au/Al2O3/Au/Al2O3/Au) functional layers (FLs) perforated with a two-dimensional array of elliptical holes through the entire structure. Each layer of Au (Al2O3) is 25 (58) nm thick, respectively. In brief, the processing steps to fabricate multifunctional layered NIMs with Au/Al2O3 are as follows. (A) A thick layer of bottom anti-reflection coating (BARC: XHRIC-16) was spun onto a substrate, followed by a 500 nm thick negative-tone photoresist (NR7–500P). (B) IL using a 355 nm third harmonic YAG:Nd laser source was performed to produce periodic elliptical hole arrays (584 and 361 nm in major and minor axes) in the PR layer with two successive one-dimensional (grating) exposures with a 90° rotation of the wafer and different doses for the orthogonal directions. The pitch (830 nm in both directions) is controlled by the angle between the two UV beams and was fixed for all results reported here. (C) A 25 nm thick chromium (Cr) layer was deposited as a selec-

![FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic view of structure and dimensions for two FLs elliptical NIM: p=830 nm, 2a=584 nm, 2b=361 nm, and θ(SWA) = 13°. Inset shows magnified elliptical hole with dimension (a, b) in major/ minor axis.](image-url)
tive etching mask on the developed sample by e-beam evaporation. Lift-off processing resulted in an array of elliptical Cr dots atop the BARC layer, which were used to mask the subsequent etching process. (D) An anisotropic O₂ plasma reactive ion etch with slight isotropic component was used to transfer the Cr pattern into the BARC. The isotropic component results in a slight undercut, which is desirable for the subsequent processing. (E) Next, consecutive e-beam evaporations were used to deposit alternating layers of Au/Al₂O₃ for one to three FLs. (F) Finally, a high pressure, isotropic O₂ plasma ash was used to remove the BARC posts, leading to final structure, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We used an increased thickness of the BARC posts from that in our previous report ⁹ to accommodate the increased number of FLs—the total thickness of NIMs with one to three FLs was 108, 191, and 274 nm, respectively.

The transmission and reflectance spectra were recorded with a Nicolet Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a quartz beam splitter and a DTGS-KBr detector. The transmission measurement was carried out at normal incidence to the samples and was normalized to the transmission through a bare BK7 glass substrate. For reflectance, the incidence to the samples and was normalized to the reflectivity of a gold mirror. The FTIR beam was polarized along the normal and normalization is with respect to the reflectivity from a gold mirror. The FTIR beam was polarized along the minor axis of the ellipses as shown in Fig. 2. Measured transmission and reflectance spectra of elliptical NIMs (eNIMs) with one to three FLs are shown in first row of Fig. 3. Transmission—|S₁₁|^2 and reflectance—|S₂₁|^2 and |S₂₂|^2 with the specific polarization direction as shown in Fig. 2. The slight blue-shift of the experimental reflective resonances is due to the off-normal (11°) measurement angle.

Along the x-axis and a perfect electric conductor along the y-axis. The optical parameters for constitutive materials were taken as n_{\text{substrate}} = 1.5, n_{\text{AlO}_3} = 1.62 and a simple Drude model was used for gold permittivity, with plasma frequency \( \omega_p = 9.02 \) eV, scattering frequency \( \omega_c = 0.081 \) eV, which is three times larger than that reported for bulk gold to give the best fit between experiment and simulation, as shown in Fig. 3. This increased scattering frequency accounts for both additional scattering in the polycrystalline thin films and sample inhomogeneity across the beam diameter.

Previously, a standard method was used to extract isotropic constitutive parameters for a nominally homogeneous symmetric structure. However, the standard retrieval method fails to produce the effective parameters correctly in NIMs with fabrication induced SWAs. In eNIMs with a nonzero SWA, the reflectance depends on the propagation direction of incident beam, \(|S_{11}|^2\) (from air) and \(|S_{22}|^2\) (from substrate), are different in both experiment and simulation as shown in Fig. 3. The three-dimensional (vector) constituent equation in the \((x,y)\)-plane for eNIMs can be reduced to a 1D equation for the experimental polarization, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

\[ D_i = e_0 c \mathbf{E}_i - i \frac{\xi_0}{c} \mathbf{H}_j; \quad B_j = \mu_0 \mathbf{H}_j + i \frac{\xi_0}{c} \mathbf{E}_i, \]

where \( i, j = y, x \) and \( c, e_0, \mu_0, \) and \( \xi_0 \) are the speed of light in vacuum, vacuum permittivity, vacuum permeability, and anisotropic parameter, which are related by \( n^2 = e_0 c_0 \mu_0 \xi_0 \) which results in the correct retrieval of the effective parameters for multiple layered nonvertical sidewall eNIMs. Figure 4 shows the effective refractive index, permeability and FOM for one to three FLs eNIMs using this modified retrieval equation. The eNIM with one FL has a negative \( \text{Re}[\eta_{eff}] \), negative \( \text{Re}[\epsilon_{eff}] \) (not shown), positive \( \text{Re}[\mu_{eff}] \), and a comparatively large \( \text{Im}[\mu_{eff}] \), which leads to a material with a large loss but nonetheless satisfying the necessary condition for a negative index \( \text{Re}(\epsilon_{eff}) \text{Im}(\mu_{eff}) + \text{Re}(\mu_{eff}) \text{Im}(\epsilon_{eff}) < 0 \). The eNIMs with two and three FLs have both \( \text{Re}[\epsilon_{eff}] \) and \( \text{Re}[\mu_{eff}] \) negative, e.g., are double negative materials, and have improved FOMs. An ideal NIM based on the fishnet structure (with vertical sidewalls) has an electric response generated from the array of thin metal wires parallel to the electric field direction (as shown in Fig. 2) and a magnetic response arising from antiparallel induced currents in the array of metal stripes separated by dielectric film (cut wire structure) along the direction of the magnetic field. In realistic NIMs (with fabrication induced SWAs), the electric dipole is coupled to the magnetic dipole induced by the electric field in the thin metal wires; and in the cut-wire part,

![FIG. 2. (Color online) Scanning electron microscope images (top view) of elliptical NIMs with (a) one, (b) two, (c) three FLs. The orientation of polarization is displayed (\( E \) and \( H \) denote electric and magnetic field, respectively). The increase in the ellipse dimensions with additional layers is clear.](image1)

![FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured (top) and simulated (bottom) spectra. Transmission—\(|S_{11}|^2=|S_{12}|^2\) and reflectance—\(|S_{21}|^2, |S_{22}|^2\) and \(|S_{11}|^2-|S_{22}|^2\) with the specific polarization direction as shown in Fig. 2. The slight blue-shift of the experimental reflective resonances is due to the off-normal (11°) measurement angle.](image2)

![FIG. 4. (Color online) Effective parameters (refractive index, FOM, and permeability) for one to three FLs eNIMs. The color convention is that one FL, two FLs, and three FLs eNIMs are black, red, and blue, respectively. Real (imaginary) part of effective parameters in first and third column is displayed with solid lines (lines with unfilled square).](image3)
the magnetic dipole is coupled to a magnetic-field-induced electric dipole. eNIMs with vertical sidewalls were modeled for direct comparison of effective parameters (same as angles used in Figs. 3 and 4). The trend to a decreased wavelength at the min(Re[μeff]) (cf. Fig. 5) is explained within an equivalent LC circuit model as a reduced capacitance and inductance as the SWA increases, and the decreased magnitude of min(Re[μeff]) is a result of increased coupling between the symmetric current distribution in the upper and lower metal plates as a result of the reduced width of the upper metal lines. For Re[n_eff], reduction of the top metal width associated with SWA results in a decrease of absolute value of Re[εeff], which results in a decrease in Re[n_eff], in addition the change of wavelength at min(Re[n_eff]) is a result of the blueshifted peaks of Re[μeff] and Re[εeff].

It is worth pointing out that this understanding of nonzero SWA effects requires correction of our previous report. As a result of SWA, an ~11% improved FOM is retrieved for the NIMs with rectangular apertures.

In summary, we have investigated effect of nonzero, fabrication induced SWAs on multiple layer elliptical NIMs experimentally and numerically through the effective parameters. The SWA is sensitive to aspect ratio and becomes more significant at optical frequencies. Additional experiments that fully take into account the bi-anisotropy effect due to fabrication imperfection are needed to confirm these sidewall-angle effects with free standing NIMs.
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